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Sgu match list 2016

If it's so hard to get into residences like img or FMG, and if Caribbean schools suck so badly, why do so many students from the SGU match up with residences such as neurology, anesthesiology, radiology and internal medicine? If you look up there matchlist on their website, you will notice that a large number of students match with some decent
residences. So why is it? Any advice is appreciated. Reactions: 1 user It is a complex little puzzle that has been hammered out in a few last threads. Look around for them. Very informative. A few things: These specialties are not particularly competitive at this time. You can find a fixture list on any program, USA or otherwise, and see many IM, anes and row
matches. In addition, these Caribbean programs do a good job skirting around the fact that alarming numbers of people beginning as M1s never upgrade or match or even take step 1 of the USMLE. Finally, it's my understanding that potentially many of the matches you see aren't people aimed at upgrading and instead are people who had to postpone and
year or reapply because they didn't even SOAP anywhere the year(s) before they were placed on the seemingly official fixture list. 0 in optho and rads 1 in neurosurg 2 in ortho Out of a class of 1500-2000 I expect better Reactions: 9 users Because they use the search function Reactions: 3 users If it is so difficult to get into residences as an IMG or FMG, and
if Caribbean schools suck so bad, why do so many students from SGU fight to residences like neurology , anesthesiology, radiology and internal medicine? If you look up there matchlist on their website, you will notice that a large number of students match with some decent residences. So why is it? Any advice is appreciated. As it was mentioned above
these residences are not really competing on this mement in time. Also many of these programs are at low level or not so good places. Just because somewhere is a good medical school =\= good place of residence in X specialty, as pre-meds it is impossible for us to o ow what is a good match and what is not. Even then some students will break into
competing places just because there are so many applicants from SGU. A good measure is how many truly competing specialties are represented, which, as the post above points out, are only a handful of hundreds and hundreds of SGU degrees searching through the match. It is not even to go into attrition, etc. There are so many matches because SGU
produces (mass produce I should say) some of the largest amount of MDs and thus have a large amount of those placed in residence. They have a class size of about 1600 a year, maybe more. So 850 residential locations (not matching, but all locations, including SOAP and off cycle) represent close of an original class. So a 90% placement rate really is a
45% success rate (started school, earned a degree, got a stay Previous cycles have reported that SGU had a 29% SOAP/off cycle placements. Let's say it's 30%. Reducing that for class size attrition means you have about 30% success rate of going to SGU, earning a degree and getting into a matched slot. I'm sure it's lower for the desired program slots,
but lets go with it. 94% of American MD students graduated in 5 years increasing to 97% in 8 years (double degrees). in a given year about 94% of senior American with students match into a slot. So at 97% graduated and 94% matching means a 91% success rate (which is actually higher with SOAP, etc 99% of exam senior get a track). Going further, 78%
of seniors get into 1 of their top 3 programs. Not just specialties, but specific programs in specific places as they wanted. Using these numbers, about 71% of American students who start MD school, earn a degree, and match into a desired slot. At best, 30% of SGU students do so, and the number is probably 15%. A total of 96% of American students who
start medical school, earn a degree, and get some residency slot. Overall, 45% of SGU students who start medical school, earn a degree, and get some residency slot Another way to look at it, about 40%-45% of U.S. applicants actually get a medical school seat with a 97% graduation rate. Usa cuts students BEFORE they start school About 95% of
applicants to SGU get a medical school seat and about 50% graduate. SGU cuts students AFTER they start school (and have paid) as I have said often, before considering any offshore school applicant must go through at least two application cycles for both MD and DO with at least a year's break between (that is, skip a cycle) for application repair and/or
improvement. the pause is necessary to analyze and understand the weaknesses of a program. Repair can be as simple as reorganizing the rewrite application or it may require postbacc, SMP, MCAT, or extracurricular as clinical volunteering and other elements. I strongly recommend that no pupils should consider off shore schools until the above is done.
Last edited: 17 May 2018 2016 Reactions: 7 users Maybe because the media that controls our lives knows that SGU degrees that match neuro, one day will make outstanding tabloid fodder ... * It is loaded with sarcasm by the way * Reactions: 1 uses Maybe because the media that controls our lives knows that SGU degrees matching neuro, one day will
make outstanding tabloid fodder ... * It is loaded with sarcasm by the way * Lets me say this in defense. The students who make it out of SGU (and other large Carib schools) , through residency, through the boards, are competent doctors. I have been operated by SGU graduate, had an ID guy from Ross who did fellowship at Yale, and a great nontradd GI
guy who went to Saba. All these schools were at once an affordable path to medicine, a decade or more ago. With corporate takeover of all the locations and squeeze where the number of American degrees is growing and no increase in residential places, has severely limited the opportunities of those upgrading. As an adviser though, I can't recommend
any of these now that more than 50% of students won't complete the program and be mired in debt. The consistently mediocre undergraduate who shouldn't be in medical school are the ones I want to protect. Even solidly upward trending nontrad or California graduate who has tried postbacc and some U.S. cycles, those likely to succeed in these schools,
only have limited opportunties Last modified: May 17, 2016 Reactions: 4 users They just seem like big numbers because class sizes are unimaginable. Reactions: 2 users Another description for these specific applications is malignant. They are also mostly preliminary (dead end, 1 year) programs in less than desirable places. If it's so hard to get into
residences like img or FMG, and if Caribbean schools suck so badly, why do so many students from the SGU match up with residences such as neurology, anesthesiology, radiology and internal medicine? If you look up there matchlist on their website, you will notice that a large number of students match with some decent residences. So why is it? Any
advice is appreciated. Reactions: 1 user PGY-2 resident experience differs from the first year in that additional liability is given to the resident along with increased operational load and exposure to even more subspecialties. The PGY-2 resident is a key member of the general surgical team and is increasingly responsible for consultations, emergency
admissions and assisting in the supervision of students and PGY-1 residents. The emphasis is on general surgery with the rest of the year assigned to surgical intensive care, vascular surgery, cardiothoracic surgery, GI/endoscopy, emergency surgery team, and trauma service at Maryland's Shock Trauma Center. Traditional allopathic medical schools can
be extremely difficult to get into. Less than half of applicants are accepted each year. The average GPA and MCAT for 2016 allopathic matriculants were 3.7 and 508.7. These numbers are not easy to obtain. Many of the applicants who are rejected could become good doctors if they got the chance. Many students see osteopathic and Caribbean schools as
a chance outside the traditional medical school route. So what is the difference between osteopathic vs Caribbean schools? If given the choice to go to either, which one should you choose? | Read: Caribbean Schools: What to Consider?| The answer is not so simple. Osteopathic schools are generally more respected in the medical community. This makes
sense because it is actually harder to get into osteopathic schools compared to Caribbean schools. The mean GPA and MCAT for osteopathic matritants were 3.4 and 27 502 on the new MCAT). But respect and reputation are not the whole equation. The most important thing about deciding where you go to medical school is whether you want to get a
desirable stay afterwards. Simply put, medical students from osteopathic schools have a much higher match rate than students from international schools (including Caribbean schools). They also match with better programs. Based on 2016 NRMP data, match rates for MD students are generally in low 90% while DO students have an 80% rate. But students
from international medical schools such as Caribbean schools have closer to a 50% rate. Yet this data is somewhat misleading because Caribbean schools are combined with all other international medical schools that are generally not as good as the top 4 Caribbean schools. Schools like St. George's and Ross University tend to have a much higher match
rate than most Caribbean schools, some even better than most DO schools. St. George's even posts its annual fixture lists online on their website. Their fixture list is actually quite impressive for a Caribbean school, but remember that not everyone in the class ends up applying. A good number of students (10-15%) is weeded out or even the courage to
apply. One advantage that the best Caribbean students have over osteopathic schools is that they don't have to take two board exams. Caribbean schools usually learn their curriculum so that students do well at USMLE Step 1. DO students are required to take COMLEX and if they want to apply for most residency programs, they also take USMLE.
Caribbean medical students also get much more time to study for USMLE Stage 1 while DO schools don't cater to USMLE as much timely. | Read: Why and What About Caribbean Medical Schools| Keep in mind that all Caribbean schools are not created equal, so be careful before committing to a Caribbean school. Try to gather as much information as
possible, especially about USMLE Step 1 and their battle list. A DO school is traditionally a much safer choice and investment, but some students don't like to have a DO grade instead of an MD degree. Usually, if you have the opportunity to go to a DO school over a Caribbean school, I would take it. But when you decide, you need to look at each school
individually because not all osteopathic schools or Caribbean schools are created equal. Like.
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